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Asia-Pacific Conference: Transforming Official Statistics for implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

Collective vision:

...By 2030, the national statistical systems of the Asia-Pacific region have transformed to supply the statistical evidence necessary for progress monitoring and integrated policy analysis, and leveraged these for effective 2030 Agenda implementation
Action areas

- Investing in Statistics
- Strategic planning
- Integration
- Modernization
- Capacity building

Actions related to...

- User satisfaction survey
- Communication strategy
- Statistics act
- Leadership capability/practice
- SDG metadata and methods
- Guidelines on using admin data
- Guidance on using GSBPM
- Guidance on adapting SDMX
- Skillset for transformation of O.S.
- Training need assessment (TNA)
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Questions

1. Through **strategic planning** for statistical development (*e.g.* NSDS), what actions at the regional level do you propose to support establishing stronger political support and coordination for strengthening CRVS?

2. Through what regional actions, national plans for improvement of CRVS can benefit from **integration of official statistics**? (*integrated data sources as well as integrated production*)

3. What is a modern CR system and through what regional actions it contributes to **modernization of statistical production system**?

4. What are the most effective modalities for strengthening **national capacity** for production and dissemination of VS?
   a. Are the proposed actions sufficient for strengthening capacity for production and dissemination of VS?
   b. What is the role of the NSS in the implementation of the actions?